Cut down on the time, expense, and confusion on your journey to obtain a FedRAMP Authority to Operate (ATO) by starting off with the Kratos Secure Deploy Kit. Designed to maximize the value from our other advisory services, this kit provides all the essential Terraform Infrastructure as Code (IaC) and a corresponding set of templates to build out a FedRAMP-ready environment in AWS. Our team will help as you deploy your application, provide guidance as you make final security configuration, and all the documentation preparation assistance that comes with our normal advisory services to help you prepare your ATO submission package smoothly and in record time.

Proven Foundations

The Kratos Secure Deploy Kit for FedRAMP is customized to suit your specific application, removing the need to bring in outside talent or make use of other secure templates. Using the resulting environment streamlines the work required for a quality submission package, reducing the risk of cost overruns and speeding along your time to market.
The Dynamic Advisory Services Playbook:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase One: A detailed review of your application includes security architecture, code deployment model, use of encryption, required interconnects, and the data storage strategy. During this process, Kratos will identify major deficiencies or gaps in your application and develop a joint plan for Kratos to customize the Terraform Code.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase Two: During this phase, Kratos will customize and deliver the Terraform Code. Our team will advise and support as your team successfully deploys the cloud environment, further deploys your application, and executes any final preparations to securely “go live”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase Three: FedRAMP documentation support services will commence in tandem. Kratos will provide templates that document the shape of the new environment, recommend processes and procedures that will keep complexity low, and assist as your teams complete all key required documents for a successful FedRAMP package.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kratos Dynamic Advisory Services

Along with the Deploy Kit, Kratos FedRAMP Advisory Services include any or all of the following:

- Cloud Security Engineering – Whether you need to quickly secure FedRAMP or CMMC certification, or migrate a traditional infrastructure to the cloud, Kratos can provide advisory services, cloud architecture templates, and hands-on assistance to simplify the process.
- GAP analysis, which provides a clear path of action to guide FedRAMP acceptable documentation, processes, and engineering
- Planning & Requirements including project planning, coordination, and scheduling activities; documentation requests and questionnaire; templates and Agency Specific Requirements
- Information Collection acquires and reviews relevant, existing documentation and evidence; interviews stakeholders; understands the processes and procedures
- Data Analysis and Reporting including document review and update
- Implementation Services to build out and configure your environment to support your application
- Managed security services to quickly elevate your security posture to FedRAMP standards without major hiring or restructuring

Whether your FedRAMP journey is with an Agency or the Joint Authorization Board (JAB), our Continuous Monitoring (ConMon) team can support the most critical elements following your FedRAMP authorization, helping to assure that you maintain your FedRAMP compliance.

Why Secure Deploy?

- Pre-built, hardened, and compliant environment, ready for CSP SaaS integration
- Save up to a half year on FedRAMP-ready deployments
- Authorization ready foundations for a full FedRAMP documentation package
- Work with trusted 3PAO within Civilian and DoD and intel communities
- One of the first and largest FedRAMP 3PAOs
- Trusted AWS Partner

Why Kratos?

Kratos has years of robust compliance and certification experience with government and commercial standards and compliance frameworks requirements. Kratos is one of the first FedRAMP and CMMC Third Party Assessment Organizations. In addition to compliance and certification, Kratos cybersecurity services support the development and operation of proactive cybersecurity programs, the development of enterprise cloud security strategies, and the establishment of sound and practical information security architectures tailored to organizational needs.